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SUGAR GLASS BREAKAWAYS

Breakaways Used within the theatre, film and television industries
for stunts and special effects. The Champagne bottles are also widely
used for boat launches. Breakaway bottles and glasses shatter very
realistically without causing injury. We should point out that these
objects are very fragile so regrettably, we can only sell them sent
direct in special sprung boxes [box included in price] containing twelve
of the item. Breakaways must be stored in a cool place away from
direct sun or heat. The maximum window-glass sheet size is 1 m x 1 m.
The sheets are packed in wooden crates to allow for transportation.
WE CAN ONLY DESPATCH THESE GOODS AT THE CUSTOMER’S RISK.

BREAKAWAY RAW MATERIAL

SMASH PLASTIC

Breakaway Glass This breakaway
glass raw material has shatter
characteristics closely resembling glass.
It has excellent clarity and low surface
tack when handled. Melts at 104° C.
Small panes of glass [about 1 ft2] can be
made relatively simply by using a sheet
of Melamine-faced plywood as a mould.
Screw some 25 mm square battens onto the ply to define the size.
The battens should be covered in parcel tape or polythene to stop
the Breakaway Glass from sticking. Use a light release agent on the
board such as Formula 6 [page 117]. Heat the Breakaway Glass in a
double pot with an air gap rather than a water jacket to 104° C. Pour
the melted glass to cover the board and leave it level to cool. Unscrew
one or more of the battens and tap the Melamine-covered board with
a hammer. The glass will slide off. We used to use squares of Underfelt
[page 135] between each sheet and tour the sheets in a special wooden
box. Keep the boxes cool.
Breakaway Glass									 code			 per kilo		
										 PROBG25
£25.00		
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Sugar Glass Breakaways						code						 box of 12
glasses: Champagne Flute				 BAG10B		
			 £263.70
		 Wine Glass 					 BAG18B		
			 £242.10
		 Paris Goblet [red wine] BAG36B					 £242.10
glasses: Whiskey Tumbler				 BAG04 B					 £247.00
		 Pint Glass [standard]		 BAG23B					 £247.00
		 Hiball glass					 BAG03B					 £320.00
bottles: Beer [brown Budweiser] BAG21B					 £320.00
		Champagne [plain]			 BAG08B					 £247.00
		 Champagne [dressed]		 BAG07B					 £426.00
		 Wine [clear]					 BAG09B					 £264.10
		Wine [green for red wine]		 BAG09GB				 £230.00
		Wine [green for white wine] BAG37B					 £230.00
		 Vodka Bottle					 BAG39B					 £315.25
plates: Dinner Plate					 BAG33B					 £264.10
other: Cut Glass Decanter			 BAG25B					 £536.75
		 Bayonet Light Bulb [clear] BAG40B					 £213.00
Window Glass price on application, call for quote.

Tradeline
20+
20+
£19.09

SMASH! Plastic is a two-component
urethane that is mixed 1A:1B by volume
and cures to a water-clear solid plastic
designed to break like glass on impact. The
Smooth-On lab did a tremendous balancing
act, formulating this product not to be too
fragile, but to certainly break on impact. It
truly looks and sounds like breaking glass
when smashed. Broken fragments look like
As used by
James Bond. broken glass. SMASH!™ can be cast solid [for making window
panes] or rotationally cast [for making bottles, drinking
glasses, etc.] in thicknesses NO GREATER THAN 1/8” [3.2 mm].
If using this product for smashing over someone’s head, make sure
you observe this thickness limitation or someone could be injured. If
casting solid, vacuum degassing or pressure casting are recommended
to help eliminate air voids. If rotocasting, finished castings will look
like frosted glass. If you want clarity in a bottle casting, better to
build a core mould and cast with a 1/8” wall thickness. SMASH!™ can
be pigmented to look like a beer bottle — or any other colour – using
SO-Strong™ tints [please phone for information].
SMASH! Plastic					 size					 code				Tradeline
						900 g				PROSP9				 £36.78
						7.2 kg				PROSP972			 £296.17
						36.2 kg			PROSP9362			 £1,213.78
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COBWEB EFFECTS

Antari Z 80 This small versatile and
Kobweb Spinner This device

Kobweb Spinner										code				
Kobweb Spinner								 SFXCOBSPINNER		
Kobweb Solution 500 g						 SFXCOBFLUID			
Kobweb Cleaner 500 g						 SFXCOBCLEANER5		

price
£113.83
£30.40
£11.90

Kobweb Spray An easy to use aerosol which
sprays copious amounts of cobweb filaments. Ideal for
theatre, photography, and display purposes. Solventbased, cleans up with White Spirit [page 57]. N.B. At
low temperatures the vapour pressure can drop and the
effect won’t work. Follow guidance on can carefully.
Kobweb Spray			 code		 price
12+
								 PAT975		 £14.10
£13.00

LIGHTSTICKS

Lightsticks Non-toxic, non-flammable, 360° illumination, 100%
safe. Available in six colours. Just bend and shake to start.
Lightsticks		 duration		 code price colour		 duration code
Green 12 hrs		 SFXG12 £1.76 Orange 12 hrs SFXO12
Red		 12 hrs		 SFXR12 £1.76 Blue 		 8 hrs SFXB8
Yellow 12 hrs		 SFXY12 £1.76 White 		 8 hrs SFXW8

price
£1.76
£1.76
£1.76

Candlelight
“Electricity kills darkness, candlelight illuminates it” Thoreau.

economical fogger is a great choice for small
stages and clubs. Heater: 700 W. Tank: 1 L. Warm-up time:
4 minutes. Fog output: 80 m3/minute. 230 V. Weight: 4.9 kg.
o Supplied with remote pendant controller.
Tradeline
Antari Z 80 Fog Machine														code														list 																		each
																											SFX60651UK						£80.82												£69.15
Wireless version															SFX60650UK					£104.55											£86.05

Antari Z 1000 This medium-size machine
pumps out masses of fog. It is DMX controllable
and also available in a wireless version. Heater: 1,000
W. Tank: 1.7 L. 1st Warm-up time: 5.5 minutes. Fog Output: 283 m3/
minute. Consumption: 1 L/per 49 minutes at 100%. 230 V, Dims: 400 x 182 x 177 mm. Weight:
4.9 kg. o Supplied with 10 m remote pendant controller [wireless
controller available as extra].
Tradeline
Antari Z 1000 Fog Machine											code														list																each
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attaches to a standard electric drill to
spin out cobweb filaments for effects
purposes. To use, fill the container with
Kobweb solution, crack open the lid a
fraction and spin at about 2,000 rpm.
The filaments should shoot out forwards
[hey, check your drill is not in reverse!]
about 3 or 4 ft. For full instructions and data sheets visit flints.co.uk.
Kobweb Solution For use in the Kobweb Spinner.
Kobweb Cleaner For use with a soft rag to remove cobweb
contamination.

																											SFX60673UK						£277.28											£240.93
Z 50 wireless controller 						 SFX60678								 £55.00												£47.12

Antari Z 350 Hazer This is the latest
creation from Antari using new air-pump
technology which generates a dry haze and also
provides its heater with a self-clean function.
Very low consumption rate giving 430 minutes
use on a full tank at 100%. When no signal is
received and it goes into sleep mode the two-channel DMX function
automatically starts the self-clean. Heater: 800 W. Tank: 1.3 L. Fog output: 84 m3/
minute. Consumption: 3 ml/min at 100%. 240 V. Dims: 320 x 153 x 391 mm. Weight: 8.7 kg.
o Supplied with VR-1T Volume remote pendant controller.
Antari Z 350 Hazer																				code														list			
each
Tradeline
																											SFX60760UK						£359.09 									£298.13
“And now there came both mist and snow,
And it grew wondrous cold:
And ice, mast high, came floating by,
As green as emerald”.
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

FOG FLUIDS
Rosco Fog Fluid Rosco’s water-based
fog fluids have been developed and proven
over many years and have justly become the
most widely used fog fluids in theatre, live
entertainment and theme parks.

Flicker Candles are sadly no longer available - our existing
supplier discontinued them, and any replacements we found were over
priced and poor quality. We’ll keep hunting for them though!

SMOKE AND FOG
Mini Mist Machine 240V The Mini Mist
has long been established as the leading
aerosol fog machine. A robust hand-held unit,
making it the chosen generator for the film
and TV industries as well as the armed forces
and fire brigades.
4 Can be used off the power supply for up to 20 minutes
4 One canister will provide six x 1 minute bursts at full output
4 Smoke output of 180 cubic metres per minute
4 Variable control
4 Weighs just 8 kg
Mini Mist Smoke Machine																code																list														price
Tradeline
																														SFX1903												£709.00						£571.20
Smoke canister - 400 ml 								SFX1911																													£8.25
T: 020 7703 9786

4 Rosco Fog Fluid for thick clouds with very long hang time. Has a
mild scent. The best general purpose fluid.
4 Rosco Stage and Studio for fast dissipation. Best for chilled
low-lying fogs.
Rosco Fog Fluid																			code										1 L											 code												5 L				
Rosco Fog Fluid											ROS830711				£9.25								ROS8305125			£38.50
Rosco Stage and Studio		 ROS830011				£9.25								ROS8300135			£38.50

Showtec Fog Fluids Compatible with the
Antari machines. A great value water-based fluid
that produces a white fog.
Fog Fluid							size						code																		price
																	1 L								SFX60627													£4.65
																	5 L							SFX60603												£9.91
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SMOKE CANS AND PELLETS

SNOW AND FROST EFFECTS
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Smoke Grenades A two-second
delay followed by thick brightly coloured
smoke lasting an average of 90 seconds.
Originally designed for combat sports,
these cool burning smoke grenades
are not to be used inside. Ring Pull
activation for ease of use [follow instructions
carefully]. The manufacturer advises that
as long as the body of the grenade, once
depleted, is disposed of properly - including the plastic cap
and ring pull - there should be no negative impact on the
environment from use. Regrettably due to shipping and transportation
restrictions we are no longer able to sell these individually. Boxes of 50 can be
ordered and will be sent direct from the manufacturer. Boxes of 50 can still be
collected from our trade counter and delivered on our Van Run. Please note, the date printed
on the top indicates production date. When stored correctly the grenade should have a shelf
life of 5 years. Over 18’s only - proof of age will be asked on purchase.
Smoke Grenades		code		price		colour codeprice
							 per box of 50
per box of 50
White		SFXWSGB £195.00		
Blue		
SFXBSGB		 £195.00
Red			 SFXRSGB
£195.00		 Orange SFXOSGB		 £195.00
Yellow		 SFXYSGB
£195.00		 Green SFXGSGB		 £195.00

Fantasy FX [Haze in a Can] One can will fill a normal
room 15 times! Enhances lighting effects and creates
atmosphere ideal for theatre, photographic, disco or
nightclub use. Available as a standard aerosol or a
continuous aerosol where the trigger locks-down for a
constant hands-free release.
Fantasy FX			
size		code				 price
Regular Type		 16 oz		 SFXFXR				 £21.84
Lock-Down Type 16 oz		 SFXFXLD				
£21.84

Magican [Haze In A Can] [Long-lasting] It will last you all
night! Odourless and completely safe, meeting all safety
standards. Not known to affect any with breathing problems.
This can sprayed for 15 – 30 seconds will create a smoky haze
that lasts for 1 – 2 hrs. It will fill a large room 15 times. 10
fluid ounces [284 ml].
Magican Haze			size		 code				 price
					284 ml SFXMH				
£9.91
Smoke Pellets Oil-free and non-acidic pellets that
should be lit on a fireproof base. Each pellet lasts for about
1 minute 25 seconds.
Smoke Pellets					 code				 price
10 pellets						 SFXSP1				 £15.04

HERBAL CIGARETTES
Honeyrose White Cigarettes
& Loose Herbal Smoking
Leaf Specially designed for the film and
theatre industry, the herbal cigarettes have
white tipping paper/filter and no logo for
an ageless look. We also stock the loose
leaf. Honeyrose herbal products are 100 %
natural, and guaranteed to be completely
free of nicotine and tobacco.
Honeyrose Herbal Products
White Cigarettes			
Loose Leaf 				

100

T: 020 7703 9786

pack size		
20 cigarettes		
30 g					

code				
SFXHCWC
SFXHCLL		

price
£15.51
£13.37

Antari SW250 High Power Snow
Machine This is a digitalised snow machine
with onboard DMX and wireless control.
Its snow output has increased by 250%
over the previous model! In addition,
the time and volume controls allow you
to control your snowflakes even more
accurately. Virtually silent. Not recommended for
continuous use (such as in a shop display). 240 V 50 Hz.
50% output: 600 W. Full output: 1,290 W. Output: 240 ml/min. Tank capacity:
5 L. Fluid consumption: 1 L/ per 4 minutes. Dims: 550 x 276 x 228. Weight: 12.6 kg. o Supplied
with W-1 wireless remote, LCD display and trunnion arm.
Antari SW250 Snow Machine
size		code			list			
price
Tradeline
Machine								 SFX80372 £671.82		 £503.99
Fluid 					
5 L		 SFX80358				 £12.64

Show Snow Polyethylene self-extinguishing snow
for falling snow effects or dressing. This is the best
artificial snow around. Fire rated to Source 1 BS 5852.
Fire regulations vary so check with your local authority
before ordering. Covers 10 m2 to about 4 mm. Consider
sprinkling some Opalina Snow [page 39] over the top
for a sparkling effect!
Show Snow				 size						 code
price
10+
				58 L Bag						 SFX700
£31.00 £28.00

Kolsnow Artificial falling snow effect. Melts in 10 – 15
minutes leaving no trace. Can be sprayed onto clothes,
scenery and the ground for a realistic melting snow
effect. Clean with water if required. Supplied with two
nozzles, a red one for larger flakes and a white one for
smaller flakes.

Kolsnow
			

size			code				 price
600 ml		 PAT973				 £11.95

Snocene Decorative snow spray for windows,
mirrors, decorations, trees, foliage, and scenery. Can
be cleaned with hot soapy water or solvents. Once
applied, the snow is non-toxic and flame retardant.
Snocene
			

size			code				 price
400 ml		 PAT972				
£7.50

Frost Crystal Spray [Krystal FX] Realistic frost
crystals which stick to glass. Spray onto the glass, allow
to dry and watch the crystals appear in minutes. Clean
away with water. Now in pump spray bottle for a finer
mist and better control.
Frost Crystal Spray		
				 250 ml 		

code				
PAT974				

price
£5.93

Frost & Snow Effect by Dirty Down A light spray
from the can will give a gentle frost effect. A harder
spray creates a hard frost or snow.
Frost & Snow Effect		 code
price		
			400 ml			PAT9598 £8.38		

Tradeline
12+
£7.55

For other snow effects see Fosshape™ [page 93], Marble Dust [page
23], and Opalina Snow [page 39].
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MAKE-UP AND BLOOD EFFECTS

Bruise Gel Comes in four colours that build up into

Signatures of all the famous scenic artists including
Joseph Harker seen on the wall of the studio.

Dark type
for venous/
aged effects.

Type standard
for fresh!



Pigs Might Fly [Blood] When multi-award winning special effects
make-up artist, Nick Dudman, needed an ultra-realistic, fully washable,
non-staining, running theatrical blood — he brewed his own. We’re
really amazed by how washable it is! We’ve also heard of blood being
removed from a silk dress with damp kitchen towel and leaving no
mark. Just don’t dry clean. Also for use in mouth capsules , and for
mouth effects.
Two types: Standard is arterial/fresh; Dark is venous/aged.
Pigs Might Fly
		
		
		
		

size		
30 ml		
250 ml
500 ml
1 L			

standard code
SFX46146			
SFX46145			
SFX46144			
SFX46143			

price		
£6.25		
£15.00		
£24.50		
£44.00

dark code			
SFX46146D			
SFX46145D			
SFX46144D			
SFX46143D			

price
£6.25
£15.00
£24.50
£44.00

Kryolan Stage Blood Safe for use externally


and for mouth effects. Washable, but try it on a sample
of the costume first. Can be used to fill capsules .
Kryolan Stage Blood		 code		
500 ml					 SFXSB6		
1 L						 SFXSB7		

list
price
£42.70 £33.60
£74.40 £53.55

Mouth Capsules [Blood] Flints supplies gelatin
capsules empty or ready-filled with powdered stage
blood. Bite to release, when mixed with saliva it will
produce a realistic blood effect.
Mouth Capsules			code		 list
price
20 Empty Capsules		 SFXGB232
£6.50 £5.42
10 Full Capsules			 SFX04046
£10.00 £8.00
50 ml Syringe [for filling] SAF300866			 £1.86

all the stages of bruising. Apply by dabbing on sparingly.
Washes off with soap and water. Available in Light Red
[LR], Blue [B], Brown [BR], Purple [P].
Bruise Gel											size							code													price						code												price
											30 ml					SFX46100LR					£8.98					SFX46100BR				£8.98
																						SFX46100B						£8.98					SFX46100P						£8.98

Liquid Latex Liquid rubber compound for making
prosthetic pieces and special effects. Low in ammonia
content. Can be used on the skin and peeled off when
dry but remember to protect body hair with a sealer.
Liquid Latex					code																list														price
250 ml											SFX02542											£11.10 											£9.25
Spirit Gum Spirit Gum is the traditional adhesive
used on beards and wigs for theatre and the opera.
It’s great for sticking on pre-made latex prosthetics to
create nasty/scary injuries and effects, once applied
add plenty of blood and bruising gel to perfect your
Halloween costume. Comes in a 12 ml bottle. The top
has a brush.
Spirit Gum							code																list														price
12 ml													SFX0200112									£5.40											£4.50

Glycerine A clear heavy liquid that has oily
properties and is a by-product of the soap industry. It
is odourless and will mix with water. If dyed red with
cochineal it resembles blood. Comes in a 6 kg flagon
which is approximately 5 L or 10 armfuls.
Glycerine								code																																	price
6 kg														SFXGLY																														£23.50

Foam Capsules Gelatine capsules containing a
white non-toxic powdered pigment. Creates foaming at
the mouth. Bite to release effect.
Foam Capsules		 code																list														price
10 Capsules						SFX04047										£12.90										£11.50
Snazaroo Face Painting Kit A
simple starter kit with enough materials
to paint 300 faces! Not suitable for use on
children under 3 years old.
 Supplied in a box with carry handle
containing: 28 page step-by-step painting guide, 6 x pallets of paint
(White, Black, Red, Yellow, Blue and Green), Silver Glitter Gel, 3 brushes
(round, flat, and fine), and 2 sponges.
Snazaroo Face Painting Kit
code
list
price
SFX1194010
£34.00
£29.95
Dirty Down Costume Crayons
- Box of 10 These wax crayons are

Body Hits/Bullet Holes Three pre-made latex





prosthetics in the shape of bullet holes. For maximum
effect use with Pigs Might Fly South or Kryolan Stage
Blood [above ] and Bruise Gel . Pack of 3.
Mouth Capsules			code		 list
price
																													SFX43003					 £6.80 			£5.67
T: 020 7703 9786
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Dracula and Flints
Flints’ old shop and showroom on Queens
Row was built as a scenic paint studio for
Joseph Harker over 100 years ago. Joseph
Harker was a good friend of Bram Stoker.
The hero of Dracula, Jonathan Harker, was
based on Joseph Harker. Unfortunately the
building’s owner is soon to turn it into Flats.

Dirty Down Costume Crayons

ideal for any costumer, set dresser, prop
master, stage manager, or art department
assistant to have in their bag. Easy to use,
they will quickly dirty down, and distress
fabrics, costumes and even props and
pieces of set. Especially good for seams.
Perfect for last minute alterations. A great
range of colours, that compliments the
ever-popular Dirty Down Sprays [page 30].
Non-toxic, so safe to use for skin contact.
code		 price
PATCC10		 £16.55
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